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INTRODUCTION
As part of an ongoing interest by ARPA HRRO in Computer-aided Instruction (CAI) for the military environment, a study was initiated to determine the user-interface (terminal) subsystem needs in CAI for the 1980's and to provide a functional terminal design to satisfy these needs. The needs study, performed by the Annenberg School of Communications (USC) in conjunction with ISI, is detailed in Ref. 1 . A portion of the study's conclusions indicated that 1. Development of new terminal capabilities for military. CAI is a lqw-priority concern.
) 2. The capabilities of existing terminals (such as the plasma terminal used in PLATO) will suffice for the near future. 3. Commercially developed terminals will satisfy the dominant military CAI needs in the 1980's.
The following document will discuss the functional requirements as well as the terminal design and architecture needed to implement the required capabilities. In light of the conclusions expressed in Ref. 1 it is nonproductive to repeat the functional capabilities available on existing terminals or to discuss an alternate implementation design. Commercial development of terminals will satisfy most of the stated CAI requirements, and little new terminal development is required. It appears that a more interesting and productive approach to conclude the design portion of this study is to discuss the expected architecture and capabilities of commercial terminals now in development. This approach will justify the conclusion that these terminals satisfy military CAI needs and denionstrate how one might advantageously use the flexibility of modern terminal architecture. The question being considered, then, is "How can the military adapt commercial terminals of the 1980's to CAI needs?" A related question answered by this document is "Given a large number of general-purpose commercially available on-line terminals in the military community, how can terminals be customized to satisfy CAI needs?"
This document discusses 1) the architecture of the expected commercially available terminals for the late 1970's in the context of military CAI and other DoD requirements, 2) the flexibility of this architecture and methods for satisfying the stated CAI needs and desires with potential economic savings, and 3) the required development effort to satisfy all the stated needs.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The results of Ref. 1 suggest a set of functions much like the capabilities of the plasma terminal currently in use with the PLATO CAI system: alphanumeric keyboard with special function keys, visual electronic output device with multiple character sets, limited graphics, touch panel inputs, prerecorded visuals, prerecorded voice control device, and adapter for control of other external devices. While the functional capabilities (as seen by the user)
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of the plasma terminal and the terminal discussed in this document are the same, the implementation differences and the consequences of these differences are significant.
Several functions were given low priority by the experts: complex graphics, high-resolution stored, visuals, spoken inputs, large-capacity displays (4000 characters or more), color, 3-0, and computer-composed speech. Therefore, these functions are not considered in the discussions to follow.
A limited stand-alone capability, which is considered by this author to have a high payoff in the CAI environment, was judged desirable by a few of the experts; it is therefore considered as part of the implementation discussed. The intent of this discussion is to provide the reader with a feeling of the power of the stand-alone capability, not to imply that the study conclusions addressed the question of the desired stand-alone capabilities.
ARCHITECTURE OF TERMINALS
A recent innovation in the implementation of commercial terminals is the use of a microprocessor unit (MPU) LSI chip controller. This technology is flexible and economical and can be expected to improve continually. Because the market for commercial terminals is not monolithic, considerable customizing, is required to satisfy the needs of the various segments. By using an MPU and developing a software capability, the vendor can quickly and economically satisfy a large spectrum of user requirements and minimize the amount of random hardware logic design. Current trends strongly tend toward using the MPU for a terminal controller; it is to be expected that all terminals in the late 1970's will adopt this architecture.
The terminal architecture is typified by the functional block diagram of Figure 1 . The MPU with its associated memory and interface logic is used to handle data flow between the input devices and output (primarily display). The MPU therefore provides complicated logic between the various I/O devices by interpreting data and instructions within a data stream. The design also has the desirable feature that all I/O interfaces are standardized; 1) serial bit stream with communication logic conforms to RS232 EIA conventions, 2) slow speed I/O conforms to the I/O bus protocol of the MPU, and 3) fast I/O devices (such as the display generator) conform to memory (direct memory-access) logic. Most I/O devices can be satisfied by the MPU I/O bus, which can accommodate large and varying numbers of devices with the appropriate software (or firmware).
The flexibility of the MPU controller is self-evident: it is in fact a general-purpose computer. The LSI chip, the MPU, is a computer with limited instruction set and limited address space. It is typically slow (microseconds for execution time). When used as a controller, the MPU will typically operate from ROMs (Read Only Memory) or PROMs (Programmable ROMs) and becomes more rigid in its ability to change a process (control memory) so thai the programs are often called firmware. The MPU, however, works as effectively from RAMS (Random Access Memory) programmed as a conventional computer. Economics dictates the use of ROM rather than RAM when these processors are used as controllers. For the usual controller environment, where a set of predefined tasks is required, the lack of run-time flexibility simplifies the device, from the user's point of Repackaging the touch panel may require some development effort but is not considered difficult or major by the author. Modifications or redesign of the interface logic for compatibility with the I/O bus is also a routine implementation problem. The two capabilities requiring development effort, which may require DoD incentives, are the limited graphics and prerecorded visuals. The implementation of these capabilities is discussed in the latter part of the report.
The potential capability which could provide maximum payoff is the MPU and its use in the terminal. The MPU controller provides a means of providing flexibility, modularity, and maintainability at minimum costs. All I/O devices interface the MPU bus and function with the firmware (or software) provided by the designer, minimizing hard-wired logic and multiple I/O interfaces. The power of the MPU, relatively untested, is in its ability to expand with firmware, ,providing new terminal capabilities, including some nontrivial stand-alone functions. This power is directly related to the MPU and its speed and address space and the terminal's capability to accommodate the required memory and I/O devices.
MICROPROCESSOR DESCRIPTION
Microprocessor technology is in a state of flux and is difficult to define for the time period being considered (1980). Today's capabilities could be judged related to a number of different currently announced microprocessors, although the conclusions stated throughout the report will be based on the Intel 8080. This selection was made because of convenience, knowledge of the unit, availability of information, etc., not because it has been concluded to be the best available or the best for the task. It has been selected by some terminal manufacturers to be the controller of the next-generation display and is representative of today's technology. The 8080 is an 8-bit, n-channel MOS, LSI, bytes of memory for the implementatipn of additional features. The microprocessor technology is in its infancy, and much development can be anticipated for the basic processor and the computer system components being developed. The larger microprocessor systems will be competing with today's minicomputer systems and this development can have an impact on CAI systems and the terminal by helping to develop the required software tools.
STAND-ALONE CAPABILITIES OF THE BASIC TERMINAL
The basic terminal has some stand-alone (off-line) capabilities which affect its performance in the CAI application. One, which isiong needed for all terminals, is a self-test program. A special function key initiates the execution of a program within the ROM which tests most or all the modules (or printed circuit boards) and reports (usually on the output screen) the results of the test. This module requires a small amount-of code and does a credible job of improving the maintainability of the terminals. Self-test checks the ROM and RAM, the two traditionally unreliable elements (as well as other modules), and represents a significant step in the right direction of terminal maintenance.
A second stand-alone capability of the basic terminal with a potential impact on the CAI system design is extended digital mass memory in the form of tape cassettes. The intended market for this capability is off-line text preparation, editing, etc. for eventual transmission to a computer. The basic capabilities of reading and writing tape cassettes can also be used to load programs for MPU execution. The assumption that a loader exists is valid, for most terminals implement a loader for diagnostic purposes. A single tape cassette has a capacity of 100,000 to 500,000 bytes (8 bits) of data with transfer rates from 5000 to 10,000 bytes per second depending on the vendor and terminal. Therefore the capability of loading programs (or lessons) from tape, prepared and mailed at some central location or from communication lines at user's discretion, exists in the basic terminal. The terminal therefore has all the attributes (MPU, RAM, and mass storage) of a stand-alone capability.
The significance of a stand-alone capability and the preparation of courseware for CAI in this mode is beyond the scope of this study. One can speculate, however, that several valid kinds of capabilities could provide some payoff (for example, lessons to aid the user in becoming w.quainted with the terminal, the CAI computer system, or in monitoring user actions in using courseware at a remote host computer). The local capability could also be used to personalize the terminal for the individual user, or specific lesson, or to aid in preparing lessons by enhancing the terminal's editing and text preparation capabilities.
Using the terminal's stand-alone capability merits additional study and consideration.
The commercial terminal described above is representative of the expected terminal of the 1970's. One can anticipate terminals with more capabilities than those described, especially within the microprocessor controller and the kind of "smarts" implemented to enhance specific user applications. A new industry is growing around small turnkey microcomputer systems (built within a terminal) for specific users, i.e., car salesmen, bank tellers, poirtt -of -sale devices, etc. The field is in its infancy but the competitiveness will produce innovations that could significantly affect all terminals.
MILITARY ENVIRONMENT
The use of on -Fine terminals within the military environment is sharply 'increasing, and current estimates, indicate that more than 80,000 will be in use by 1985 (see Appendix) These terminals are being used for general-purpose tasks of file updating, documentation preparation, message handling, and general scientific computation as well as the traditional dedicated system terminals for command and control, air defense and traffic .control, secure systems, etc. The trend, significant to this discussion, is the use of terminals via networks to host computers for a variety of tasks by a variety of people. The author's expectations are that these terminals will be the basic terminal described in the preceding paragraphs, available from commercial vendors. These conclusions are based on currently authorized procurements of terminals and computers and current implementation plans of the Defense Communication Agency (DCA) for networks to handle the data traffic. DCA is currently the manager of the ARPANET and has initiated a Request for Proposals for design and implementation of an AUTODIN-like communication system using ARPANET technology (store-and-forward packet-switched data handling systems). Also being implemented are systems utilizing the ARPANET and its Host computers (National Software Works, or NSW) to provide user tools for specific tasks such as text editing, programming, data base accessing, etc. The trend of military computer use is toward or -line generalization and providing computer resources at the base level for widespread use and availability. CAI for the military is certainly an appropriate user candidate to take advantage of the existing and planned resources for computer usage.
CAI TERMINALS
Assuming the general availability of the basic terminal which satisfies most of the CAI requirements, how does one implement the specified CAI terminal? The basic terminal has modular construction with well-defined limits of expansion. As additional capabilities are required, modules are plugged into the basic unit, which provides a general I/O interface or specific control for the device being appended. The block diagram of the desired CAI terminal is shown in Figure 2 . It is highly probable that the terminal vendor will consider expansion of memory to maximum address space and provide the appropriate space, power, and cooling. The ability to add several I/O devices without extensive modification to the packaging of the terminal remains questionable. Should this pose a problem, the obvious solution is to provide a single I/O multiplexor interface unit within the terminal which will allow the addition of several new devices through an external box. The touch panel and prerecorded voice devices require relatively simple bus interface for MPU control. Functional block diagram of the CAI terminal
Display
The interface of prerecorded visuals requires come additional study, for within the more obvious design approaches one is confronted with several options affecting the display function. The two obvious devices for providing the prerecorded media are microfilm in a Random Access Projector (RAP) or magnetic tape or disk in an inexpensive TV recorder (TVR) . For the RAP the problem is the projecting surface of the display. The problem disappears if one uses a plasma type display surface, although the mainstream commercial vendors are not using the large plasma panel for economic reasons.
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A means of providing the RAP capability with a video display is the use of an optical flat (port) on the cathode ray tube (CRT). This allows rear projection of images on the phosphor and face plate of the CRT; it is a technique being used in several special military displays. The disadvantage of this technique is the high cost and limited availability of the customized CRTs. (Typically these CRTs cost from 8500 to $1000 each and may require tooling of from $6000 to 87000, if the glass bulb required is not in current inventories.)
A TVR is a good candidate for koviding the image storage medium. It is economical and easily integrated into the terminal. A video input line to the display section and normal I/O bus control is all that is required. However, in an effort to improve the quality of characters displayed, or to provide additional character capacity on the screen, several terminal manufacturers have selected higher-resolution, higher-bandwidth video, not compatible with the normal American TV standard of 525 lines, 30 times per second. Therefore, in selecting a video device one has the option of choosing a lower resolution terminal display or finding (or modifying) a compatible video device to interface the terminal display. The foreign TV market uses higher resolution systems, providing a market for the inexpensive TVR devices being considered and may be available at the required video bandwidth. A TVR can also,be used to satisfy the prerecorded voice output requirement. Both the TVR and RAP require a simple I/O bus interface for control.
Limited graphics, typically defined as inexpensive (adding less, than 81000 to the cost of the terminal), makes it possible to plot points, as well as to draw vectors and (sometimes) patches, One technique for achieving a subset of these capabilities is with special line .drawing character sets to provide vertical and horizontal lines and special block type symbols.
Although inexpensive, this capability is probably too limiting for CAI requirements.
. The implementation of a limited graphics capabilities for video terminals requires incentives to design and, develop the proper module(s). The commercial market for the basic terminal does not seem to require graphics. Most graphic requirements can be satisfied only with the more expensive terminals (greater than $10,000) or with the clustered terminal systems (a controller driving several terminals), which are not being considered as a viable option for the CAI environment. Two vendors of basic terminals (Burroughs and Hewlett-Packard) considered limited graphics as an optional capability with their terminal, and paper designs were completed but never implemented because of lack of interest by the potential market.* The feasibility of implementing inexpensive graphics for video type displays is, however, confirmed.
The design of a graphics module to plug into the bask terminal is the most challenging of all the development efforts being considered. It functionally resembles the character generator, but is more complex and operates at higher speeds. The vector generator interfaces the memory bus and operates on vector order codes, prepared and stored in RAM by the MPU, to produce video. The video is electrically "ORed" to the character generator video to produce the image on the CRT. The graphics commands should be 
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The characteristics of an on-the-fly vector generator for a video terminal produce some unusual design compromises. "On-the-fly" is defined as regenerating the video from a memory containing the vector commands for each frame time (60 times per second), much like the character refresh of these displays. A paper design by the author produced compromises that limit the number of vectors crossing one TV scan to 128 (individual vector descriptors). The compromise is mentioned only to demonstrate the types of design decisions one might expect in providing a vector generator for video displays. The limit of 128 vectors crossing a scan line is not too severe for most applications.
Another requirement to produce graphics is "patches," the ability to produce shaded sections as outlined by the vectors. Patch (half-tone-paint effect) plus a half bright video control proyides an effective animation and adds depth to the presentation. Within the design of a video vector generator, patches are easily implemented.
CONCLUSIONS
The terminals required by the military CAI system developers can be acquired from vendors of commercial terminals without a significant amount of development effort. In general, the CAI terminal requirements are not unique or very demanding of the off-the-shelf terminals available in the late 1970's. Two capabilities requiring military incentives for development and implementation with these terminals are a limited graphics and prerecorded visuals. The architecture of the off-the-shelf terminal, a microproi-essor controller, will facilitate the integratior of these and other future capabilities, for it is consistent with the design goal of providing customized terminals. This capability could provide the greatest economic impact for military CAI, for it makes possible cooperative efforts in using and purchasing terminals.
The ability for sharing terminals within the military community becomes closer to reality--perhaps a necessity--as the proliferation of these terminals continues throughout the military environment. Many of these terminals will be connected to host computers via data communication networks to provide a large spectrum of computer services to military users. For CAI to take advantage of these resources, future design efforts within CAI systems must be compatible with the protocols and data communication specification for the computer network. One conclusion which can be deduced from the above discussion is a CAI system design approach to maximize the use of existing computer services within the military community. The system development effort can be limited to the integration of existing computer capabilities to satisfy the CAI user requirements.
Terminal technology is currently going through dramatic advances. Today's terminals satisfy many CAI needs. With modest additional development, the terminals of the 1980's should satisfy all the currently identified CAI needs.
2. EXCERPTS FROM INTELLIGENT TERMINAL REPORT
The following paragraphs are excerpts, with permission, from an unpublished paper for ARPA on intelligent terminals by Robert 14. Anderson of The Rand Corporation, December 1974.
Estimates of Data Terminal Needs
The DCA communications planning document (Ref.
3) is primarily concerned with interbase data communications demands in the 1980's. To establish these, however,'the ADP plans of the individual services were examined, which wire existing and approved (through FY 1978) ADP systems of the military services and other DoD agencies.
In order to estimate the number of on-line computer and data communications terminals for general purpose and support use (i.e., excluding special-purpose systems) the DCA plan categorizes military installations of the services on the basis of the number of personnel ti on the installations, and makes certain assumptions about the computer systems and their functions irr each installation category. projedted from Air Force estimates. Terminals for accessing computer systems not at the given on; DCA estimates.
Given the number of installations of each category, DCA presents the estimates of total number of terminals fciSr accessing off-site computers for various functions.
A representative set of these functions is given in Table 2 . The estimated numbers of terminals for each of the services are shown in Table 3 . These estimates are based on the expectation of 2,560 on-line, remotely accessible military computer systems in the 1985 time period. The SADPR-85 projections of terminal needs for different installations are given in Table   4 . Figure 3 projects the number of terminal in use in the 1980's by (1) extrapolating the historic growth rate (from 1970 to 1973); (2) by using the DCA estimates in Table 3 ; and (3) by assuming that other services have the same proportional terminal requirements as the Alr Force (as shown In Table 4 ).
In all cases it is clear that large number of interactive on-line computer terminals will be used in the military services in the 1980's and that built-in intelligence can make their use more efficient and acceptable to the'user. In addition, man-computer interaction in weapon systems and in tactical command-control systems is becoming an increasingly critical consideration, and the operators of such systems in aircraft, in ships, or in the field need augmentation of terminal capabilities to increase the effectiveness of the interaction 
